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Highland Hospital Neighborhood Steering Committee Meeting 
March 3, 2015 
  
Attendees: Judy Lee Hay, Kerry Regan, Mike Thompson, Kevin Hoffman, Barb 
Ficarra, Lisa Thompson, Mike Zanghi, Cindy Becker 
  
Agenda:  

 Facility Master Plan 

 New members: Kevin Hoffman, Lisa Thompson 

 Construction planning 
 
Facility Master Plan: In response to steering committee members’ request, Highland shared a 
hard copy of its Facility Master Plan. Blair Associates created the Master Plan for URMC and 
Highland engaged the same firm for continuity—programs have shifted from Strong Memorial 
to Highland in the past, and there may be other areas of collaboration in the future.  
 
The Master Plan addresses the makeup of the entire Highland Hospital campus: the buildings’ 
age, condition, functionality, etc. as well as the types of medical care taking place on the campus 
and the patient population. It also forecasts the future: the length of each building’s lifespan, 
what they can be used for, etc. Once we captured the big picture of Highland’s campus, 
Highland looked at its more detailed needs, and came up with nine priority areas it has shared in 
presentations to this steering committee and at Sector 6 Neighbors Building Neighborhoods 
(NBN) meetings over the past several months. The addition project is a result of this first Master 
Plan and addresses six of the nine priority areas outlined in the plan.   
 
Facility Master Planning is generally an internal process with input from internal stakeholders; 
once we have a general sense, we talk more globally to zoning department, neighbors, 
Department of Health. The team discussed how Highland can share information from its Master 
Plan. Highland can share the info but members need to be sensitive to the proprietary 
information within it. Mike Zanghi said he may be able to parse out the proprietary information 
to provide a version of the master plan that could be fully shared.  
 
Highland will now engage a firm to update the Facility Master Plan and look at building heights, 
setbacks, redevelopment, and lifespan projections for the entire facility. That will involve 
neighbor input – Highland will continue to work with steering committee as the lead group to 
pull in comments. Highland will do a general presentation to Sector 6 on the hospital’s Planned 
Development (PD) zoning application; a lot of the PD plans will generate from the Facility Master 
Planning process. The City Planning Commission and City Council need to approve the PD 
application and public hearings will take place. Highland has a request for proposal (RFP) for a 
Master Facility Plan consultant and will select one soon. The RFP asked for the master planning 
consultant to look at the campus now, with a 50-year future outlook.  
 
Once the hospital has a sense of what the heights, setbacks, etc. of future buildings need to be, 
the hospital will then incorporate that in the PD application. The PD will be specific to Highland 
and will become zoning code, documented in Rochester City Zoning Board minutes. The Master 
Plan will look at what the campus allows us to do, how it fits with the neighborhood, the 
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appropriate massing of buildings, etc. We will also look at the building replacement plan for 
outdated portions of the buildings.  
 
Construction Planning: The group discussed the 80-foot pylons that will be installed for the 
building addition. Cindy responded that we are familiar with this type of work and its effect on 
the neighborhood from previous URMC construction projects, and will work with adjacent 
neighbors to minimize the impact as much as possible. Neighbors expressed concern about the 
vibration caused by pylon installation and mentioned cracked walls occurred on a previous 
Highland project: the installation of its linear accelerator.  
 
The group also noted that the School 12 construction project will be going on at the same time 
as the Highland addition project, presenting potential logistics challenges for the Highland 
construction team to manage.  
 
Kevin Hoffman was introduced as the project manager from LeChase. He is in charge of pre-
construction all the way through completion of the project, and he serves as the day-to-day 
contact for Highland and neighbors.  
 
Lisa Thompson was introduced as Highland Hospital’s new Director of Public Relations. The 
group discussed how Highland, LeChase and the neighborhood can communicate closely before 
and during the build project. Lisa will be the point of contact for Highland, but neighbors will 
also have contact information for Kevin and Mike Zanghi. If neighbors can’t reach Lisa, Kevin will 
be the backup contact and Mike Zanghi will be the backup to Kevin.  
 
Kevin outlined some of the issues LeChase will seek to manage:  

 Noise: LeChase will follow the City of Rochester noise ordinance and there will be no 
start of work prior to 7 a.m. Crews’ work days will generally be 7 a.m. to 3:30 but there 
may be some longer days required to close up the building work before wintertime. 
LeChase wants to get the major concrete pours completed before winter.  

 Pylons: LeChase will work with neighbors during this part of the project. 

 Traffic: All construction traffic must take South Avenue; neighbors are encouraged to 
quickly report any violations of this approved route.  

 Smells: Diesel engines used on the project will have “scrubbers” – filters that reduce 
odors and clean the engine exhaust.  

 Communications: We will use the Sector 6 web site to document issues and report 
resolution. Highland will have a web site on the project also. The Sector 6 newsletter 
and other South Wedge newsletters and newspapers will be useful for communicating 
as well.  

 Dust control: LeChase will wet substances down and wash trucks down to reduce dust 
flying. LeChase will build in additional plans, such as leaving some South parking lot 
concrete intact for trucks to travel on.  

 Parking: LeChase will have some 50 workers onsite at any given time. It is looking at 
options to reduce impact to parking in the neighborhood. LeChase is still in the project 
planning design stage; it has completed 70 percent and has 3 months of planning to go.  

 Conduct of construction workers and smoking: LeChase will set expectations for 
workers’ conduct and again, neighbors are encouraged to report any issues that may 
arise. LeChase will have a construction fence around the perimeter of the project.   
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Questions:  
Kerry: PD timing: will the PD work be concurrent with the construction project?  
PD development is a lengthy process. We want to get internal and external stakeholder input, 
and develop ideas between now and June 2015. We have 3 to 5 months of consultant work that 
must be completed. We expect to roll out a final plan in the fall that we would begin sharing 
with Zoning and Planning Commission folks. It is an ongoing process – Highland will present the 
plan, get input, revise it, etc. It’s important to note that Highland will complete the PD 
application based on the needs it identifies; there may be aspects of the plan that not all 
neighbors agree to.  
 
Judy: Will there be a groundbreaking ceremony?  
Yes, there will.  Date is TBD.  

 
Action items: 
Mike Zanghi: Prepare Facility Master Plan synopsis for steering committee.  
Barb: Minutes. Draft presentation for Sector 6 meeting.  
 
Next steering committee meeting: April 7, 4–5:30 pm in the Gleason 
Conference Room. All future meetings will be at 4 p.m. on the first Tuesday of 
the month in the Gleason Conference Room on Level 2 of Highland Hospital. 
Meetings are scheduled through June.  
 


